
Student Applications during Secondary One Discretionary Student Applications during Secondary One Discretionary 
Places Record Maintained Previous StandardPlaces Record Maintained Previous Standard
  The number of students attending secondary schools in Hong Kong 
has been affected by the pandemic and social issues. Fortunately, the 
school has received a similar number of applications compared to last 
year during the application of Secondary One Discretionary Places. 
20% of the students who submitted application forms this year, come 
from primary schools that have never chosen our school before. This 
reflects that our school’s educational policies and past efforts have 
been recognized and appreciated by parents. Our school will continue 
to develop each student’s potential in their spiritual, moral, intellectual, 
physical, social and aesthetic aspects. Our school will not only endeavor 
to ensure that students develop a positive attitude to life but also provide 
a myriad of pathways for their future.  

Introducing Our School to Parents and Teachers Introducing Our School to Parents and Teachers 
of Primary Schools of Primary Schools 
  During last December, our school hosted an online “Secondary One 
Admission Information Day” for the first time for both Chinese-speaking 
and non-Chinese speaking students and parents. Besides introducing 
our schools’ mission, values, learning and teaching methods, and student 
support, four current students shared their personal experiences of 
studying at our school. Parents’ enthusiastic enquiries and questions 
provide us with the opportunity to elaborate on our school’s policies and 
admission requirements. Furthermore, our school initiated a “Secondary 
and Primary School Staff Professional Exchange” event for the first time 
this academic year. Chinese, English and Mathematics teachers from our 
school and participating primary school exchanged their understanding 
and knowledge about the “Pre-Secondary One Hong Kong Attainment 
Test”. They discussed the marking criteria, students’ common mistakes, 
suggestions to improving students’ performance and so on. Throughout 
this event, our teachers gained a better understanding of the primary 
school curriculum. Teachers from the participating primary school 
showed their appreciation and provided positive feedback about this 
event. We look forward to inviting more primary schools to participate 
in future events, as it enhances the communication, cooperation and 
exchange between secondary and primary schools of Hong Kong.  

Gradually Implementing “Bring Your Own Device Gradually Implementing “Bring Your Own Device 

(BOYD)” E-learning Programme (BOYD)” E-learning Programme 
  Under the new normal of online learning, a tablet is an important 
device to assist students to learn effectively and can be used to attend 
classes, jot down notes, and complete learning tasks. More than one-
third of our students are already participating in the scheme, and have 
been given their iPad and Apple Pencil last December. We would like to 
thank the Education Bureau, Community Care Fund and parents for their 
support in improving our students’ learning conditions.  

Continuous Support and Development Continuous Support and Development 
for“Self-Regulated Learning”for“Self-Regulated Learning”
  Our school’s “Self-Regulated Learning” development programme has 
entered its fifth year. The development focus of self-regulated learning 
in our school this year is to involve more junior secondary subjects 
in the design and implementation of learning guides. We continued 
to invite principals and teachers from partner schools to share with 
us their precious experiences and exchange ideas with our teachers. 
Furthermore, our school has participated in the Self-Regulated Learning 
Festival Open Classroom hosted by The Hong Kong Association of the 
Heads of Secondary Schools (HKAHSS) for four consecutive years.  
We have received numerous applications for lesson observations from 
partner schools. Despite the impact of the pandemic, our school was 
able to host an Open Classroom for Mathematics.  After the lesson, we 
received positive feedback and useful suggestions from teachers of 
partner schools. We will continue to participate in this scheme to raise 
the effectiveness of our teaching. 

A Professional Counselling Team at SchoolA Professional Counselling Team at School
  Our school has never ceased to strengthen the professional 
counselling team to care for each Special Education Needs (SEN) 
student. Our team consists of a SEN Coordinator, two form teachers per 
class, an Educational Psychologist, stationing school social workers, a 
Speech Therapist, counselling teachers, assistant teachers, professional 
healthcare workers and post-graduate students on placement from 
university.

In Collaboration with Primary School PartnersIn Collaboration with Primary School Partners
  After the pandemic, the school will continue to conduct activities 
both in school and at other schools with the hope of helping primary 
school teachers, parents and students gain a better understanding of 
our school’s learning and teaching, student support, students conduct 
and nurturing of students’ physical and aesthetic potentials. In school 
activities include Secondary School Experience Day, Wah Shan Cup 3on3 
Primary School Basketball Invitational Tournament, Hong Kong Joint 
Primary School Mathematics Competition (Eastern District). Other school 
activities are Secondary and Primary School Teachers’ Professional 
Exchange, Basketball Star Coach Tournament, Basketball Seed 
Programme, Volleyball Seed Programme, Parents’ Talk on Secondary 
One Admission, Mock Admissions Interview Workshop, Career and Life 
Planning Workshop, etc.   

Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks
  May the Lord continue to guide Kwei Wah Shan College, may each 
teacher and student utilize their strengths, fulfill their dreams, and 
achieve a bright future.  Glorify God and Edify People.

Wong Chung Leung
Principal 
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  Staff development has been very important 
as it provides opportunities for teachers to 
keep up with the latest education trends and 
development in pedagogies so that the learning 
efficacy of our students can be enhanced.
  The visits to other schools for workshops 
and lesson observations have been the most 
beneficial experience for our teachers.  On 14 
December 2020, it was the first time we held a 
Professional Exchange Day, a very meaningful 
session during which our English Panel Head and 
Assistant Panel met with all the English teachers 
of the Salvation Army Centaline Charity Fund 
School. Our meeting focused on the challenges 
that primary students face in the Attainment 
Test.

Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  

  I n  o r d e r  t o  s t r e n g t h e n  t h e 
connection between secondary and 
primary schools, a professional sharing 
was arranged. It took place on 14 
December, 2020, together with the 
Chinese teachers from The Salvation 
Army Centaline Charity Fund School 
- both of our schools have benefited 
greatly from the sharing.  
  A total of 18 Chinese teachers 
participated in the sharing.  From 
the evaluation questionnaire, it was 
found that the sharing increased the 
understanding on how the questions 
are set and the marking criteria of Pre-
Secondary One Hong Kong Attainment 
Test. These requirements and criteria 
can be applied when teaching students 
in their daily lessons. It is expected 
that in the future there will be more 
sharing sessions which will lead to 
the establishment of a professional 
community. 

Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  

Q & A Session 
Q1: What is the weighting among the different sections (Listening, Reading and Writing)?
 We just know about the mark distribution which is 32, 38 and 30 for Listening, Reading and 

Writing respectively.  However, we do not have the information about the exact weighting 
among them.

Q2: Since students perform less desirably in both the Listening and Writing Sections, on which 
section should teachers spend more time so that the students can attain better results in the 
test?

 Although both Sections are of equal importance, teachers may spend more time on helping 
students with the Writing Section. More emphasis can be put on the two common genres (diary 
entry and email), and the language and vocabulary for recounting incidents.  Students should 
also be reminded to organize their ideas in paragraphs and avoid run-on sentences.

English LanguageEnglish Language

Chinese LanguageChinese Language

Teachers at the meeting were very intrigued by 
how the questions were set in ways that could 
differentiate the levels of students’ reading 
abilities and listening skills.  
  Besides looking into the Reading and 
Listening Sections in the Attainment Test, we 
also had an overview of the text types and topics 
covered in the Writing Section from the past 6 
years.  A brief comparison between Primary 6 
TSA and the Attainment Test was made before 
the meeting was concluded.  
  However, the most insightful part was 
when Ms Mok pointed out the relevant parts in 
the Curriculum Guide that show what students 
should master during their primary school years, 
and what KS3 learning targets can already be 
introduced to them so as to enable a better 
interface between senior primary and junior 
secondary.  
  Overall, it was a very fruitful experience for 
all the participants on that day. 

Question 1: Students’ abilities vary, if one expects to attain higher marks in the Pre-Secondary One Hong 
Kong Attainment Test, which part should be completed first? 

Answer 1: It depends on which part(s) they are more confident in.  If they are more confident in Reading 
Comprehension, they should finish the Reading Section first.  If they are confident in Writing, they 
should first finish the Writing Section. This will help them to attain at least some marks.  The most 
important is managing their time well.

Question 2: When attempting the paper how should the time be allocated? 
Answer 2: Students will have 40 minutes to complete both the Reading and Writing Sections.  The total 

marks of these two sections take up 80% of the grand total.  After a simple calculation, 1 minute 
should be used for every 2 marks. Of course, if students can finish the easier questions quicker 
then more time can be used for the more challenging questions.  The aim is to score higher 
marks.

Question 3: How to score higher in the Writing Section?
Answer 3: First, there is a word limit of 220 to 300 words.  As there will not be any mark penalty for writing 

more than 300 words, students are encouraged to write an extra 50 to 100 words so as to enrich 
the content.  Besides, the themes are based on daily life or school life such as charity sales and 
visits. Students often cannot fully understand the in-depth meaning of those activities. Therefore, 
it is recommended that more guidance and learning-related activities should be given to students.

Question 4: Will test absentees affect the Education Bureau’s rating of primary schools?
Answer 4: If students are absent in the Pre-Secondary One Hong Kong Attainment Test, doctors’ 

certificates from the absentees must be collected and submitted to the Education Bureau 
as evidence.  If there are any unusual circumstances, the Education Bureau will handle the 
matter appropriately.

Q & A Session

  At the meeting, our English Panel Head Ms 
Karman Mok took everyone through an in-depth 
analysis of the Attainment Test based on the 
past papers of the most recent years. We had a 
detailed discussion about the text types, topics 
and types of questions usually covered in the 
test paper.  But most importantly, the various 
skills that students have to acquire in order 
to perform well in the test were highlighted.  
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  Due to the pandemic, in last November, our 
school considered hosting an online information 
day for prospective students and their parents 
to help them understand the school more fully. 
Having chosen the date, various departments 
started preparing intensively. In a short time, the 
preparations were completed.    
  The Online Information Day was held in the 
afternoon on 19 December 2020 Saturday. In 
order to cater for students’ different needs, the 
Information Day was divided into two sessions: 
one for local students and one for Non-Chinese 
Speaking students. Once all participating parents 
were logged onto the online platform, the 

  Our school’s Mathematics teachers held a professional exchange with 
Mathematics teachers from The Salvation Army Centraline Charity Fund School 
online. This has helped to enhance co-operation between the primary school 
community and our school. The primary school teachers enthusiastically 
raised many questions to help their senior primary students effectively prepare 
themselves for the junior secondary curriculum. Through the exchange, four main 
points came up: 
1. Through analyzing the Hong Kong Attainment Test past papers from 2012 

to 2020, teachers were able to classify questions into 5 different categories 
including Number, Shape and Space, Measures, Data Handling and Algebra.

2. The analysis of students’ common mistakes helps students to understand the 
marking criteria of different question types and the skills for attaining marks.

3. Suggestions on improving students’ performance – 
• It is important for teachers to encourage students to try their best 

to attempt all questions even if they are not able to grasp all topics 
completely.

• Students should be reminded of sections in which it is easy to lose marks. 
• Students should pay attention to list out all the steps when making 

calculations.
4. Analysis of the correlation between senior primary and secondary one 

curriculum was given. Our school further shared some pedagogies of the 
teaching of the secondary one curriculum in order to assist primary school 
teachers to help prepare their students for secondary school.  

Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  Staff Professional Exchange Day 2020  

The pilot online Secondary One AdmissionThe pilot online Secondary One Admission

Information DayInformation Day
Principal and the Assistant-principal 
used the acronym B-A-S-I-C to 
introduce the school. The letters 
stood for Background, Activities, 
Self-regulation, IT in education and 
Caring school. In addition, parents 
were briefed on Secondary One 
Discretionary Places application 
procedures. The school invited 
two local students and two NCS 
students to share their experience 
of growing up in Kwei Wah Shan 
College with the parents of the 
primary six students. As a result of 
their ample preparation, their sharing 
was not only smooth but was able 

to use different perspectives to reflect on the 
effectiveness of their schooling.     
  Parents enthusiastically participated in our 
two information sessions on the Information Day. 
Other than from Hong Kong’s Eastern District, 
there were parents from many other districts and 
even the outlying islands. In the last question 
and answer session, parents raised various 
concerns about their children entering secondary 
school. The Principal and the Assistant-principal 
carefully answered each question.    
  Lastly, we thank all those parents who 
participated in our Information Day. We sincerely 
hope that all primary six students will be able to 

Questions asked by parents:
• Is there any school bus service?
• Are there any enhancement courses 

to help Secondary 1 students catch 
up with the syllabus?

• Can students bring their phones to 
school?

• How many  s ta t ion ing  soc ia l 
workers are there in the school?

• Do junior form students have to 
stay at school to have lunch?

MathematicsMathematics
A table of the correlation between the Senior 
Primary and Secondary One curriculum

Senior Primary Secondary One

Mixed Operations Computation

Simple Equations Liner Equations, Polynomials

Perimeter, Area, Volume Mensuration

Percentages Percentages Method

Charts, Line Charts, Pie Charts Presentation of Data

Elementary Algebra Algebraic Expressions

Symmetry Rectangular Coordinate System

Angles Angles and Parallel Lines

Principal Wong and Assistant Principal Ms. Cheung Principal Wong and Assistant Principal Ms. Cheung 
introducing the school’s features to parents and students.introducing the school’s features to parents and students. Students return to school to share their Students return to school to share their 

growing up experiences in our school with growing up experiences in our school with 
primary six students’ parents online.primary six students’ parents online.

find a school that is suitable for them which will 
provide them with a fulfilling school life.   
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Mathematics     Ms Lam Yui
  Our school introduced self-regulated learning in 
2017. Not only were self-regulated learning periods 
included in our timetables, we as teachers also 
participated in various professional trainings and 
exchanges, so that both teachers and students have 
a better grasp of the theory and practice of self-
regulated learning. At the same time, students were 
given workshops to improve their learning skills 
and reward schemes to encourage them to be self-
regulated learners. After three years, though, I am 
hardly an expert in self-regulated learning. 
  I am grateful to be involved in this year’s HKAHSS 
SRL Festival Open Classroom. The theme of the Open 
Classroom was Applications of Trigonometry. The aim 
of the lesson was for students to work in groups and 
through co-operative learning measure the angle of 
depression and calculate the length of the playground 
using trigonometry. After calculating the length of the 
playground, making use of previous mathematical 
concepts together with trigonometry, students 
calculated the height of Tai Mo Shan. 
  I would like to thank Principal Wong, our team of 
mathematics teachers, and participating colleagues 
from partner schools for this precious learning 
opportunity. Valuable comments from everyone 
allowed me to review my practices in self-learning, 
mutual learning, collaborative learning, and guided 
learning, and I was able to fine tune my lesson plan 
accordingly. 

  Through the Community Care Fund’s 
Provision of a subsidy to needy Secondary 
school students for purchasing mobile 
computer devices for E-learning, our 
school introduced the “Bring Your Own 
Device (BYOD)” E-learning Scheme, where 
we purchased tablets at below market 
value prices on behalf of parents. To 
enhance parents’ understanding of this 
scheme, we held a BYOD parents seminar 
last November. This scheme al lows 
students to bring their own mobile tablets 
to lessons, so preparation time can be 
reduced. In addition, since students are more familiar 
with their own devices, they can learn more effectively.
  In accordance with the Education Bureau’s 
requirements, Mobile Device Management (MDM) 
is installed on every tablet, so that the school can 
distribute learning and teaching materials to students’ 
tablets efficiently. The school can monitor students’ 
use of their tablets, and prevent the installation of 
applications for non-academic purposes. 
  By last December, the school had completed 
the procurement of tablets, and installed MDM and 
learning applications on them. We have distributed 
the first batch of tablets to students, with the 
second batch due in March. Students who have not 
purchased tablets can still borrow one from the school 
to participate in E-learning activities in class.

3K Angel
  My experience of using an iPad is that I can use an app called 
GoodNotes.  I can write notes during class with my Apple pencil and 
use the iPad to join the online class.  The Maths app can also help me 
learn better because I can do some extra practice.  In conclusion, I can 
learn better in both GoodNotes and the Maths app because it can help 
me during class and it’s really a good way to take responsibility for my own 
learning.

5K Hannah
  Participating in the BYOD scheme has honestly brought me a lot of 
benefits. Ever since I've purchased an iPad from the BYOD scheme, 
my learning efficiency has improved greatly. Thanks to the fact that the 
school is restricting the installation of other apps unrelated to education, 
I have been able to concentrate solely on getting my homework done with 
less distractions. 

Students’ views

Parents gained a deeper understanding of our school’s Parents gained a deeper understanding of our school’s 
implementation of e-learning.implementation of e-learning.

HKAHSSHKAHSS

The lesson was an opportunity for The lesson was an opportunity for 
students to participate and show students to participate and show 
their progress.their progress.

Many colleagues from partner schools joined a discussion afterwards and Many colleagues from partner schools joined a discussion afterwards and 
exchanged teaching strategies.exchanged teaching strategies.

Learning together and from each Learning together and from each 
other are crucial elements of self-other are crucial elements of self-
regulated learning classes.regulated learning classes.

‘BYOD’‘BYOD’

Self-Regulated Learning Festival Open ClassroomSelf-Regulated Learning Festival Open Classroom

E-learning SchemeE-learning Scheme

The school held a seminar to The school held a seminar to 
promote the BOYD scheme promote the BOYD scheme 
to parents.to parents.
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  Principal Mak and his team from Ho Yu College and Primary School visited 
our school last year to explain the key components of the design of Learning 
Guides, as part of our implementation of self-regulated learning. Many months 
later, Principal Mak and his team were once again in our school to hold a 
workshop on Learning Guide analysis. Besides, they shared their experience of 
implementing Learning Guides in their school. The visiting team also took part in 
subject exchanges with our teachers, sharing their subject Learning Guides as 
well as providing professional advice on our Learning Guides. Our teachers were 
moved by the enlightening contribution from Principal Mak and his team. 

  Principal Tang, Vice-Chairman of the Hong 
Kong Federation of Education Workers and 
principal of Heung To Secondary School (Tseung 
Kwan O), lectured in our school in February on 
behalf of the Hong Kong Federation of Education 
Workers, on National Security education under 
One Country, Two Systems. Principal Tang spoke 
about key aspects of National Security education 
and provided explanations of Articles in the Basic 
Law. To pave the way for National Education, 
he addressed possible sources of confusion in 
teaching and sought to allay teachers’ anxiety 
about National Security education. 

Principal Tang mentioned Principal Tang mentioned 
examples of how to examples of how to 
implement National Security implement National Security 
education in the future. education in the future. 

Principal Tang Principal Tang explainsexplains key aspects of  key aspects of 
The team from Ho Yu College made another visit to share their experiences.The team from Ho Yu College made another visit to share their experiences.

Thoughtful warm-up exercises in the workshop Thoughtful warm-up exercises in the workshop 
stimulated teachers’ thinking on how to make stimulated teachers’ thinking on how to make 
lessons more entertaining.lessons more entertaining.

Principal Mak explained how to analyze Principal Mak explained how to analyze 
student progress using assessment student progress using assessment 
statistics.statistics.

Principal Tang (second from the right) poses Principal Tang (second from the right) poses 
for a picture with our Principal (second from for a picture with our Principal (second from 
the left) and Vice Principal (first from the left).the left) and Vice Principal (first from the left).

Sharing ofSharing of
improves teaching and learning effectivenessimproves teaching and learning effectiveness

National Security educationNational Security education

Learning Guides Learning Guides 
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  On 1 November 2021, 4S Nahiyan Ul Ameen, 5K Aasish Subedi and Angel Belleza joined the 
10th Healthy Cuisine Design and Cooking Competition (Students) at Town Gas Cooking Centre. 
This competition was organized by Hong Kong Food and Science Technology Association, 
Healthy Choice and co-organized with Town Gas Cooking Centre. Aasish and Angel worked as 
a group for their dish ‘Rainbow Chicken Tacos for the Pandemic’, while Nahiyan did the ‘Sizzling 
Chicken for Fighting COVID-19’. They needed to do a nutrition analysis to explain how their 

dish could improve people’s 
immune system. It is apt 
to mention that Aasish and 
Angel won the ‘Nutritious 
Cuisine Prize’.

Students had a great time playing Students had a great time playing 
the basketball arcade machine.the basketball arcade machine.

  Since 2020, teaching in school has seen 
many stops and starts due to the pandemic. 
Many activities had to be conducted online. 
All of a sudden, the once laughter-filled 
campus became quiet and empty. Even if 
some students returned for face-to-face 
lessons, social distancing measures had 
to be implemented. As such, our Extra-
Curricular Activities Committee brought 
in three basketball arcade machines as a 
pleasant surprise for returning students. 
Teachers will reward students who perform well in class 
with tokens, so that students may try out the basketball 
arcade machine when the campus reopens.
  Furthermore, the Extra-Curricular Activities Committee 
plans to set up a basketball arcade machine club, so 
students with potential can develop their skills and visitors 
can share the joy of playing on the machine on Open Day.

The basketball arcade machine is a fresh source of joy on our campus.The basketball arcade machine is a fresh source of joy on our campus.

Apart from entertainment, the machine Apart from entertainment, the machine 
can also be used for shooting practice.can also be used for shooting practice.

Basketball arcade machine Basketball arcade machine 
 to the campus to the campus

5K Aasish
  This cooking competition was not only a chance for me to show my passion for 
cooking, but also a golden opportunity for me to learn a lot of important lessons, 
especially while preparing for the competition, on the actual day of the competition 
and while we were researching our dish. I am extremely grateful for the help from 
both my Home Economics teacher Miss Tong and my classmate Angel. Without their 
help, I wouldn’t have been able to perform my very best. Although we did not win 
first place, we still felt extremely happy and very satisfied with the result since we 
had tried our best. This was a fun and memorable journey - cooking together and 
experimenting with different flavors and ideas, all while having fun. 

5K Angel Belleza
  It was my first time joining a cooking competition and I had no idea what to expect, but everyone was really 
helpful. On the day of the competition, I felt anxious and pressured when I saw the other competitors. Everyone was 
serious and doing their best cooking, while the judges were walking around giving tips and asking us questions about 
our dish. The hardest part was explaining our dish to the judges. While Aasish and I were talking about the dish, the 
judges listened and gave us advice on how we could make our dish better. It was a really good experience!

       students’ confidencestudents’ confidence
Cooking competition fires upCooking competition fires up

Examples of rewarded behaviour
Teacher(s) in charge Criteria for reward

Class teachers
To be determined by 

class teachers

PE teachers Good performance in PE lesson

Discipline Committee
Star of Honesty, students 

praised in the ‘Good People 
Good Deeds’ Scheme

Counseling Committee
Good performance in 

everyday activities

Learning & Teaching 
Enhancement Committee

Self-regulated Learning 
Stars Award Scheme

Reading Enhancement Team Reading Award Scheme

‘Sizzling Chicken for ‘Sizzling Chicken for 
Fighting COVID-19’Fighting COVID-19’  
prepared by Nahiyan.prepared by Nahiyan.

Aasish (middle) receiving his team’s award for Aasish (middle) receiving his team’s award for 
‘Nutritious Cuisine’.‘Nutritious Cuisine’.

Aasish and Angel worked Aasish and Angel worked 
together to prepare their together to prepare their 
dish dish ‘Rainbow Chicken ‘Rainbow Chicken 
Tacos for the Pandemic’Tacos for the Pandemic’..

brings joybrings joy
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Our professional team provides expert supporOur professional team provides expert supportt

Support outside of learningSupport outside of learning
● Designated teacher: arranging for designated teachers to be paired up with SEN 

students to provide care on a one-on-one basis
● Career and life planning: life coach scheme, workplace visit and experience, and 

seminars on further study and 
occupations

● Extra-curricular activities: giving 
priority to SEN students in joining 
interest groups (such as dessert 
class)

● Integration activities: providing 
opportunities for interaction 
between SEN and non-SEN 
students, such as inclusivity day 
and inclusivity workshop

● Learning groups: sett ing up 
learning groups for different SEN 
students, such as reading and writing group, executive functioning group, group 
for improving concentration span, and group developing social interaction skills

● Others: the Student Mental Health Support Scheme, where we provide mental 
health support to students who need it, in collaboration with the team from 
the Hospital Authority; the Hong Kong Shue Yan University Counselling and 
Psychology internship scheme, where post-graduate students offer counselling to 
students in school

● Speech Therapist
■ To provide speech therapy assessment and training 

for students with suspected or 
diagnosed speech defects

Teaching support and accommodationsTeaching support and accommodations
● Grouping students by ability in some subjects to provide tailored learning and 

teaching activities
● Devising support strategies for all SEN students through class meetings
● Encouraging SEN students to set personal targets, rewarding them for meeting 

assessment targets and making improvements
● Creating individualized learning plans for Tier 3 SEN students
● Providing after school learning support for SEN students in small groups

Special assessment arrangementsSpecial assessment arrangements
● I nc lud ing  i n te r na l  and  ex te r na l  assessment 

accommodations, such as extra time allowance, 
separation, screen readers, enlarged question papers, 
and question papers with one-sided printing

Home-school cooperation activitiesHome-school cooperation activities
● Contacting parents through different media, for example 

parent-teacher calls, parents day, and WhatsApp
● Holding seminars for parents

Inclusivity day Inclusivity day Western desserts classWestern desserts class Treehouse adventure activitiesTreehouse adventure activities

Fully Supporting and CateringFully Supporting and Catering
for Students with Special Educational Needs (SEN)for Students with Special Educational Needs (SEN)

● Social Workers
■ To  suppor t 

students with 
e m o t i o n a l 
needs

● Educational Psychologist
■ To conduct learning assessments 

for students and suggest suitable 
learning advice to parents, as 
wel l  as supply professional 
referrals for SEN students

■ To organise group activities for 
SEN students, for example to 
teach learning skills

Ms Li Ka Ling, Special Ms Li Ka Ling, Special 
Educational Needs Educational Needs 
Coordinator (SENCO)Coordinator (SENCO)

Ms Tsang Yu, Ms Tsang Yu, 
Social WorkerSocial Worker

Ms Yip Chi Ho, Ms Yip Chi Ho, 
Social WorkerSocial Worker

Ms Yip Hiu Kwan, Ms Yip Hiu Kwan, 
Social WorkerSocial Worker

Mr Yip Chung Lam Mr Yip Chung Lam 
& Wong Wing, & Wong Wing, 
Assistant TeachersAssistant Teachers

Ms Chan Wing Tung, Ms Chan Wing Tung, 
Speech TherapistSpeech Therapist

Ms Yung Mei Shiu, Ms Yung Mei Shiu, 
Educational PsychologistEducational Psychologist

● Assistant Teachers
■ To provide extra care for 

SEN students, such as in-
class support and after class 
homework tutoring

Parent’s Voice
The school lets every child shine bright
  My child is an SEN student and was diagnosed with 
dyslexia when he was in primary school. Even though his 
academic performance was hindered by his condition, 
teachers have thankfully persisted with him through 
Kwei Wah Shan College. My child received the most 
suitable support, including curriculum adaptation, special 
homework arrangements, and the use of screen readers in 
assessments. 
  The school provided ample opportunities for my child to 
discover his interests. He joined the Boys’ Brigade in S1 and 
since then, he has become more proactive and responsible; 
he has attained the positions of Lance Corporal and non-
commissioned officer in Boys’ Brigade. Later, teachers 
cultivated his interest in board games and encouraged him 
to take part in various extra-curricular activities, even to 
represent the school in external competitions. Though he 
did not win awards, he gained valuable experience from 
them. As he went into high school, teachers nurtured him 
further by giving him the Chair of the Board Game Club 
and Vice-chair of the Home Economics Club. These roles 
developed his leadership abilities and enhanced his self-
worth.
  My child faced one challenge after another in his 
academic life at Kwei Wah Shan College. Nevertheless, 
under the care of teachers, I am pleased to see that he is 
now a responsible student who can maintain a positive 
attitude in the face of adversity. Words cannot express 
how grateful I am to the principal, teachers, educational 
psychologist, and social worker for their contribution to 
helping my child shine brightly in his development.

Parent
Ms Yip
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Youth Arch Top 10 Student Improvement Award (2019-2020) 1 awardee

Youth Arch Student Improvement Award Scholarship (2019-2020) 1 awardee

Youth Arch Student Improvement Award (2019-2020) 14 awardees

72nd Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival (English) 1 2nd Place, 35 Merits

72nd Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival (Cantonese) 1 1st Place, 4 Merits

‘Salute to the Teachers 2020’ Chinese Writing Competition Merit Prize

The 10th Healthy Eating Design and Cooking Competition 2020 The Most Nutritious and Healthiest Award

Understanding of Stroke for All Students in Hong Kong (Part 2: Healthy Dishes Design Competition) Merit Prize

Understanding of Stroke for All Students in Hong Kong (Part 1: Online Quiz Competition) 5 awardees

Inter-School Online Intellectual Property Quiz Contest 2020 Merit Award

AwardsAwards and  and AchievementsAchievements

九龍
Kowloon

香港島
Hong Kong Island

安泰邨
On Tai Estate

安達邨
On Tat Estate

寶達邨
Po Tat Estate

桂
華
山
中
學

KWSC

213M

25

108

601

校車
School bus

油塘
Yau Tong

奧運
Olympic

九龍
Kowloon 柯士甸

Austin

太子
Prince Edward 

旺角
Mong Kok

油麻地
Yau Ma Tei

佐敦
Jordan

尖沙咀
Tsim Sha Tsui

香港
Hong Kong

金鐘
Admiralty

紅磡
Hung Hom

尖東
East Tsim Sha Tsui

灣仔
Wan Chai

銅鑼灣
Causeway Bay

天后
Tin Hau

炮台山
Fortress Hill

北角
North Point

牛頭角
Ngau Tau Kok

觀塘
Kwun Tong

藍田
Lam Tin

起點 Starting Point
（港鐵 + 巴士∕小巴）車程

(MTR+Bus/Minibus)
Commuting Time

車資
Fares

（港鐵 + 校車）車程
(MTR+School Bus)
Commuting Time

車資
Fares

東九龍
East Kowloon

油塘站 Yau Tong Station 17 分鐘 minutes

$9.2

15 分鐘 minutes

$6.9

藍田站 Lam Tin Station 20 分鐘 minutes 18 分鐘 minutes

觀塘站 Kwun Tong Station 22 分鐘 minutes 20 分鐘 minutes

牛頭角站
Ngau Tau Kok Station

24 分鐘 minutes 22 分鐘 minutes

安泰邨 On Tai Estate
安達邨 On Tat Estate
寶達邨 Po Tat Estate

27 分鐘 minutes $13.5 25 分鐘 minutes $11.2

西九龍 
West Kowloon

旺角站 Mong Kok Station 29 分鐘 minutes
$10.3

23 分鐘 minutes
$8.0

奧運站 Olympic Station 33 分鐘 minutes 31 分鐘 minutes

C C C  K w e i  W a h  S h a n  C o l l e g eC C C  K w e i  W a h  S h a n  C o l l e g eC C C  K w e i  W a h  S h a n  C o l l e g e
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